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Democracy and Catholicism are not terms that are commonly paired. If you were
taking a word association test and heard the word "Roman Catholicism, it is unlikely that
"democracy" would be the first word to pop into your mind. After all, the Pope is not
elected, and neither are his bishops. In fact. Catholics can not even select their own
pastors. Moreover, for much of its history, the Roman Catholic Church, as an authoritarian
institution itself, has been a supporter of monarchies and other authoritarian forms of
government, and has usually b^n suspicious of popular uprisings against such
governments. That has changed somewhat in recent decades. Cardinal Sin was a powerful
positive force for democratization in the Philippines. And Catholic organizations deserve
some of the credit for the collapse ofcommunism in Poland and some other Eastern
European nations. Yet, overall, the Roman Catholic Church has been seen as more of a
hindrance than a help to the rise of democratic societies around the globe.

That, however, has not been the case in Korea. Quite the contrary. It is my contention
^t the Catholic Church, unintentionally but effectively, helped make democracy possible
in South Korea by introducing one of the conceptual building blocks out of which the
edifice ofdemocracy has been erected.A democracy can exist only in a civil society, in a
society in which limits are placed on the reach ofthe state and in which citizens are free to
form non-governmental organizations in order to promote the specific interests of their
particular group. When the Catholic Church appeared on Korean soil in the last quarter of
the eighteenth century, it began to carve out a space in which a civil society could grow,
thou^ not only did the first Catholics in Korea not talk of civil society, they would not
have understock that term if they had heard it used by others.

All those first Catholics asked for was the ligjit to practice their faith without
interference or harassment from their government. Tliey did not win such religious freedom
right away, ofcourse. In fact, they had to endure a century ofbloody persecution first.

Nevertheless, by simply stating publicly that the state does not have absolute authority over
every aspect of its subjects' lives, they introduced the inhabitants of the peninsula to a
defining characteristic ofa civil society. When a treaty with France in 1899 forced the
Korean ^vemment to grant Korean (^holies fieedom of worship, that cornerstone of a
civil society gained new respectability. When the state thus formally abandoned its claim to
total authority over the religious and ritual lives ofevery single one of its subjects, limits

were placed on the power a government could exercise over those imder its control, limits

which once in place could not easily be removed or ignrned.Thou^ tiiere would be many
challenges to religious fieedom, and to other freedoms essential to a civil society, in the
decades ahead, tte conceptual framework ofKorean politics had been permanently altered

and discussions of the relationship between a government and those it governed would
never be the same again.

However, the Catholic Church in Korea did not immediately take advantage of its

new legal status to carve out an even larger sphere for civil society to operate within.

Instead, the Church, as thou^ fearful oflosing the gains it had already made if it pushed
for more, operated under the assumption that there should be a clear dividing line

separating churdi fiom state. From the last decades of the nineteenth century into the

second half of the twentieth century, Korea's bishops and church hierarchy tended to grant

the state sole responsibility for political issues, and avoid involvement in secular aflfrdrs.

The lack ofmuch Catholic participation in the Enlightenment movement at the end of the

nineteenth century, or in the nationalistic protests against Japanese colonial rule in the first

half of the twenties century, for example, is as striJring as is the importance of Korean

Protestants to both such movements, ^ther than spealdng out on larger issues, up until



the 1960s the Korean Catholic Church tended to look inward and focus on its own n^ds,

building more churches for Korean Catholics to worship in as well as schools for Catholic

children to study in and medical clinics for ill Catholics to be treated in.

By the late 1960s, however, the Korean Catholic Church had begun to move beyond

that rather passive concept of a civil society and adopt a more active stance. After over a

century and a half on the Korean peninsula, the Korean Catholic Chiroh, for the first time,

began as an institution to assert the right of Catholics and other individuals, following the

dictates of their own consciences or in pursuit of their own self-interest, to form into

pressure groups to bring about changes in society at large. Catholics were not the first

Koreans to form non-govemmental orgamzations to bring about changes in government

policies. However, I would argue, once the Catholic Church put the power of its numbers

and its prestige behind such this shift from a negative to a positive concept of a civil

society, the state was forced to retreat farther and faster than it might otherwse have. Once

the Church began arguing that not only should the state grant Catholics religious freedom,

it should also grant Catholics and others political fieedom and economic justice as well,

civil society was strengthened and democracy was brought closer to realization.A chtuch

which has not generally been known as a progressive force in recent world history has, in

Korea, played an important role in bringing South Korea into the modem world.

The Catholic Church was able to play such an important role in fostering the growtly

of a civil society on Korean soil because, when Catholics first came to Korea, they brought

with them an understanding ofthe nature of religion, and ofthe relationship between

church and state, which chSlenged the traditional range of state authority. Before Korea
encountered the modem world, die word “chonggyo ”did not exist in the Korean language.

That is because back then Koreans did not lookupon religion as a separate and distinct

sphere ofhuman activity meriting a term of its own. Religious groups were granted no
privileges that political, economic, or social groups did not share. AJl such groups were
viewed as a part ofsoci^ rather than apart^m society andwere expected to recognize
that the locus of ultimate authority was the state. In other words, there was no such thing as

freedom of religion, nor could pre-modeir Korean societybe deemed a civil society in'

which certain types ofcommunity activity were beyond the theoretical reach of state power.

That changed when Catholicism entered the Korean peninsula atthe end ofthe
eighteenth century. Korea's first Catholics refused to accept the traditional subordinate role

of religions in Eak Asia. In doing so, they rejected a political principle whichhad firstbeen
articulated in China overtwo thousand years earlierand had defined political authority in

both China and Korea ever since. That principle, that both ritual and war are the

responsibility of the state* , was totally contrary to the post-Renaissance separation of civil
ritual and authority from religious ritual and authority which was the norm in most of
Europe in the eighteenth century. Acting in accordance with that imported European norm,
those pioneer Christians refused to honor state control of ritual. They refused to let the state

determine what rituals they could celebrate, when they could celebrate them, and who
would officiate. The Pope, not the Korean King, determined who could be a priest, and the
dictates of the Church, not the laws of the state, determined when those priests could offer
mass

.

Those first Catholics not only msisted on holding thrirown rituals with or without
state approval, they also insisted they could not be forced to participate in or celebrate state-
ordained rituals such as chesa. They refused to privilege the ritual demands ofthe state
over the moral code of their particular religious community, another break with tiaditicm.
These two challenges to the traditional relationship between a government and those it

governed were laid the foundation of a radical new notion in Korean political culture: the



DOtion of reli^ous freedom. And out of that notion of religious freedom grew the notion
that there are hmits to the authority the state has over its subjects. It is just such an assertion
that the state is not almighty that constitutes a defining characteristic of a civil society.

The Korean Catholic Church began its long fight to place restraints on the reach of the
state m the late eigjiteenth and early nineteenth centuries when beleaguered believers tried to
escape immediate martyrdom by arguing with government officials over the legitimacy of
their demands that Catholics grant supreme moral and ritual authority to the state. One of
the most eloquent of those martyrs was Paul Chong Hasang (1795-1839).

In a memorial to the throne he wrote in expectation of persecution, Chong asked.
Why ^e we Catholics denied the tolerance granted to Buddhists and shamans? Does
Catholicism harm the family? Does it harm the state? Look at what we Catholics do, study
our behavior, and you will see what kind of people we are and what kind of teachings we
follow. Catholics are not rebels. Catholics are not thieves. Catholics do not engage in lewd
activities or murder.” ^

Chong Hasang missed a key point in his attempt to win for Catholics the same
tolerance which had been granted Buddhists and sh^ans. He was right that both
Buddhism and shamanism were considered idan^ beliefs and practices unacceptable to the
Neo-Confucians who ruled Korea. He was also right that, nonetheless, Buddhists were
allowed to read their sutras and pray in their temples, and shamans were allowed to hold
kut , despite the fact that such activities were heterodox. What he did not realize is that the
Buddhists and the shamans were able to pursue their idhn practices because they accepted
the ultimate authority ofthe state over their actions. They did not try to hide what they were
doing from the government. They did not give themselves unapproved titles. They did not
challenge the authority ofthe government to determine which rituals could be performed,
who could perform them, and where and when they could be performed. Buddhist monks
or shamans did not form secret organizations or maintain contact with foreigners beyond
Korea’s borders.

Cadiolics, unfortunately, did all those things which Buddhists and shamans did not

do. Catholics, even before Catholicism was explicitly outlawed, met secretly to read

Christian books.They created an unauthorized organization and gave unauthorized titles,

such as “sinbu” and ‘*kyobu,” to its leaders. They refused to performs rituals such as chesa

in the manner the government told diem to perform diem. Moreover, they performed then-

own rituals, such as baptism and the mass, vdiich the government had not given them
permission to perform. And, worse of all, they looked to the Pope in Rome and his

representatives in Beijing rather than to the Kmg ofKorea for advice on their moral and

ritual obligations . This was a departure from die traditional relationship between the state

and religious communities which the Korean government could not tolerate.

In an even more dangerous departure frt>m the traditional relationship between the

Korean government and those it governed, the persecuted Korean Catholic community

sometimes went beyond mere verbal appeals to reason and fairness. Some of Korea's first

Catholics wanted to resort to arms, European arms, to force the Chos6n government to

leave them alone. For example, Hwang Sayong (1752-1801), the husband of one of Paul

Chong's cousins, attempted to smuggle a message out of Korea to the Bishop of Beijing

begging for French military intervention. In his famous Silk Letter, he asked the bishop to,

"Dispatch a fleet of several hundred ships, filled with fifty or sixty thousand of the

best troops, along with lots of cannons and other deadly weaponry. At the same time, drop



off three or four shrewd and persuasive Chinese scholars along the coast so that they can

deliver a letter to the king of Korea. That letter should say,

'We have sailed here on European ships to tell you about our religion. We are not

here touted your sons, your women^r your riches. We are ^ere.^cause we have r^e^^^^

orders from our religious superiors to come here and save souls ^
world If you will allow a Catholic missionary to enter your kingdom and

.

Lely, 3.eL we will ask nothing mont of yon If yon

will not fire our catmons and arrows at you. In fact, we pronuseAa
i,r>nr>r mir

one speck of dirt or one blade of grass in your land. After a bnef celebration to honor our

joining hands in eternal friendship, we will sail away.

However, if you refuse to permit this messenger of the Lord of Heaven to come

ashore, then we will have to inflict the punishment of the Lord on you. In no time at^,

vou will all be dead. Would it not be better to save your entire country by offering a

welcome to this one man? Would you rather turn this man away and, by so doing, bring

destruction on your kingdom? It is your choice. Your Majesty. ^

The Korean government was aware of how serious this Catholic threat was^TTiat is

why the Choson court persecuted Catholics off-on-on for almost a ftiU cenh^. Choson

officials knew that the implications of the Catholic challenge went far b^oiid the simple

refusal to perform chesa . They recognized the Catholic challenge forwhat rt really was—

unprecedented attempt to place restrictions on the exerci^ of state power^d carve out

autonomous zones ofcommunity activity. For example, in the decreejustuymg the

persecution of 1839 , the ch^oksa vunum. Catholics were condemnedm the foUowmg

words: "They use terms such as *emperor of our religion" and leader of our rel^on.

only do they want to usurp the power which barbarian chieftains and bandit cluefs wield

over commoners, they want to usurp the power wielded by government officials as well.

They want to make themselves beyond tte reach of the moral transformmg power ofour

government and exempt tiiemselves fiom our laws. What could be more likely to cause

civil unrest and create disastrous situations than this?"^

an

As noted earlier, before the term chongyo was imported from Japan, there was no

word for “religion” in Korea. Instead what we now call religions were called by a variety

of different terms, such as kyo (teachings), to (a way), pop (laws, metiiods), hak

(scholarship, ways of thinking), and even sul (techniques, practices). What is import^t to

notice here is tiiat none oftheses terms referred to bdiefe or practices v^chcodd claim

fteedom from interference by the government. In fact, it was assumed in traditional Korea

that the government had a moral cbligation to interfere in matters we wouldnow call

“religious” in order to ensure that its subjects did what they were supposed to do, and did

not do what they were not supposed to do.

Religious commimities, in other words, were compelled to accept the supremacy of

the state on basic moral issues. Ethical demands general by specific religious traditions

were not allowed to override the behavioral demands of the political community. Rather

than serving as a primary, or even an alternative, source ofmoral guidance, as it had in tiie

West, religion in traditional Korea accepted the subordinate role of lending support to the

state’s moral code. As long as it was confined to such a role, religion could not carve out

those autonomous spheres of activity from which civil society could sprout.

However, Korea's first Catholics refused to accept such a role. When tiieir

government tried to force them to abandon their demands for religious autonomy,
tiiousands ofthem refused and paid with their lives for their defiance of tradition and state



>

power. Others fled into remote mountain valleys, where they established autonomous
communities out of sight of the government.^ These kyouch'on (village of fellow
believere) can not exactly be called outposts of civil society, since they tried to keep their
interaction with the outside world to a minimum. Nevertheless, they kept alive on Korean
soil the concept that there were limits to the le^timate exercise of governmental authority.
In doing so, they contributed to the eventual birth of civil society in Korea.

A major step toward that civil society came when the Choson government reluctantly
granted legal recognition of religious freedom for Catholics. In 1886 France had forced the
Korean government to sign a treaty which included a clause promising that the persecution
of French missionaries in Korea would stop. However, Korean Catholics did not gain clear
legal protection of their rigjit to believe as diey saw fit until the very end of the 19th
centi^, in 1899. Nevertheless, the battle Korea’s Catholics waged for more than a century
to gain that ri^t planted a revolutionary notion in Korean soil: that there can exist within a
society organizations with a certain degree of autonomy and that there are some areas of
human life which should be free of government control.

They did not join in the battle for the next stage of civil society until decades later.

Instead, savoring the huits of the religious freedom they had fou^ so hard, and suffered

so much, to gain, the Korean Catholic Church continued the tradition it had begun in its

kyouch'on and concentrated on its own community of believers, almost ignoring the larger

society surrounding it.

"Ignore" is probably too strong a word.A better description of Korean Catholic

behavior in the first half ofthe twentieth century is that they tried not to make waves, tried

not to antagonize the political powers that be, whether they were Korean or Japanese. In

other words, they tried to live in accordance with the Biblical injunction to "Render

therefore to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God’s."^

The relative lack of attention paid to the sectilar affairs on the peninsula during this

periodmay be partially due to the fact that foreigners ratherthan Koreans dominated the

leadership"of the Korean Catholic Church. Bishop Gustav Charles Mutel of France was
overall head of the Church hierarchy in Korea from 1891 until 1933, when he was

replaced by another Frenchman, Adnen Larriibeau. There were no Korean bishops on

Korean soil until 1942. Moreover, Catholic priests in Korea were more likely to be

French, German, American or Iri^ than Korean until the 1940s, when most foreign

missionaries were expelled by tiie Japanese.

This foreign led-church did not devote much of its resources to educational outreach,

unlike the Protestant churches whose schools made significant contributions to Korea's

first strides toward modernity. The first Catholic school in Korea, established in 1855 and

lasting until the major persecution of 1866, was not a public institution in a major city or

town but a seminary hidden away in a Catholic potters' village. After the treaty betw^n

Korea and France guaranteeing fieedom ofmovement for foreign missionaries was signed

in 1886, some of the missionaries came out from underground and began establishing

schools in Seoul and elsewhere. However, not only did they open schools at a much

slower rate than their Protestant competition did, they focused more on orphanages, night

schools, and vocational schools and on religious education for Catholic children than on

introducing the latest knowledge from the West which Korea needed for its modernization.

The priests from France were more concerned with producing devout Catholics than with

educating the future leaders of a modem Korean society. As a result, they failed to

establish the private secondary and post-secoiidary schcwls which generate some of the

unofficial personal networks out of vduch civil society is formed.



The Catholic Church in first half of the twentieth century also missed an oppor^ty

to contribute to the emergence of civil society when it refiised to support

activity, particularly activity resisting Japanese impenahsm. In fart,ma^ ofthe statemertj

and actioL of the l4ders of the Korean CathoUc Church seem to have actoaU^ndered the

emergence of civil society by condemning political activity not authorized by^
government in power. At least, that was the Catholic posiUon Koreans could infer from the

editorial stance of the Catholic newspaper in ttey^ before

annexation and from the stance the Catholic Church adopted toward the Japanese demand

that Koreans participate in rituals honoring the Japanese emperor.

The Kyonghyang sinmun began publishing in 1906, at a time wh^ Kor^ s very

existence as an independent nation was in mortal danger after Kor^ had been plac^ under

a Japanese Protectorate. Yet this Korean newspaper, who^ official editor-m-chier was hr.

Florian Demange of the Paris Society for the Foreign Missions, did not ei^ourage its

readers to resist Japanese imperialism. Quite the contrary. Its editorials reflec^ the

position of the Korean Catholic Church that Catholics owed obedience to lawful

governments. And it considered the Japanese-controlled government lawful.

The Kydnghyang siruttun explicitly condemned the ri^teous anmes which rebelled

against Japanese encroachment, for example, calling their resistance to increasing Japanese

rule an ineffective denial of reality. It argued that the Japanese would be a civilizing

influence on Korea. And. when annexation came in 1910, the Kydnghyang sinmun

proclaimed in an editorial that annexation was necess^ and that it was not proper for a

Catholic publication to criticize it. Despite its public disavowal ofa political stance, the

Kydnghyang sinmun did not survive the annexation. The Japanese forced it to cease

publication on December 30, 1910, after 220 issues. ^

Before it was forced out of existence, this first Korean Catholic periodical address^

whatwas for it a most sensitive subject—die anti-Japanese activities ofthe devout Cadiolic

An Chung-gun (1879-1910).^ On October 26, 1909, at the railway station in Harbin,An
shot and killed Ito Hirobumi, one of the masterminds of the Japanese takeover of Korea.

An had long been an anti-Japanese nationalist but he had been a Catholic even longer.He
had been baptized by a French priest in 1897 and had been since adulthood a highly visible

member of the Catholic community in Korea . Thougb the priests warned him against too

much involvement in the affairs ofthe secular world. An saw no contradiction between his

faith and his politics. In fact, to ensure that the world understood his motives, after he fired

his pistol at Hirobumi, An shouted out to the Russian and Japanese witnesses "Long live

Korea" in the language of his Church—Latin.^^

Bishop Mutel nished to the press to deny that the Church in any way approved of
An's action. The Kydnghyang sinmun^ speaking as the mouthpiece of the Church,
proclaimed in an editorial diat "eventhou^ An might have acted out of love for his country

and might be seen as courageous for deciding to risk his life, nevertheless murder is

murder and must be condenmed as an evil act." ^ 1 The Bishop excommunicated An,
expelling him from the Catholic Churdi and even attempted to denyAn a chance to

formally make his peace with God before his execution for murder in 1910.1^

An was not the only Catholic to resort to violence out of rage at what the Japanese
were doing to Korea. One of the two young Koreans who shot& pro-Japanese American
Durham W. Stevens in Oakland, California, in 1908 was also Catholic. Ch6n Myong-un
(1892-1936) had been baptized in Korea before he moved to America. His patriotism and
his Catholicism remained strong, strong enough to be reflected in a decision by his only



daughter to come to Korea in 1958 as a MaryknoU nun. 13 Needless to say. his church inKorea ottered him no more support for his activist nationalism than it had offered An.

Most of Korea s Catholics appeared to side more with the apolitical stance of their
giests and bish^s thM with the anti-Japanese stance adopted by An and Ch5n. When
ftotestant Md ondo-kyo l^ders declared Korea’s independence from Japanese rule on
p V’

Catholics among the singers of that declaration and relatively
tew Cathohcs (no more than 53) among the thousands arrested for demonstrating in
support of that declaration.^"^ During the decades Korea was suffering under Japanese
colonial rule, the Korean Catholic Church, particularly its hierarchy, appeared satisfied
with ihe space it had carved out for autonomy in religious affairs. It saw no need to risk
con^ct with secular authorities by expanding on that autonomy and taking an active role in
society at large, whether as ^ucators or as anti-imperialists. This was a period in the
history of the Roman Catholic Church when Rome stressed accommodation rather than
confrontation with non-Chnstian cultures. Though less than a century and a half earlier
Korea s first Cafliolics had suffered martyrdom for their refusal to a conform to the ritual
demands of their government, in the 1930s Korea’s Catholics were told by the Pope that
not only could they should respect for their ancestors with the traditional chesa ritual, they
were also permitted to engage in what the Church defined as a secular ceremonial display of
respect for the Japanese emperor.* 5 This policy ofaccommodation to secular authority
meant that Catholic contributions to the creation ofa civil society during the Japanese
colonial rule were minimal.

Nor was there much change in this passive stance when Japanese overlords were
replaced by American administrators and then by Syngman Rhee and his minions.
However, in the 1960s, as Korea began its transformation from an agrarian rural society
into an industrial urban society, the Catholic attitude toward*Korean society began to
change as well. The first evidence ofthat change came in 1956,when a Young Catholic
Workers Organization was established on the initiative of a visiting bishop. Bishop Joseph
Cardign. In 1966^other organization, the Korean Catholic Rural Youth Movement, was
creat^ to concCTuate on the problems ofyoung farmers. The next year, 1%7, the
Korean Bishops' Conference established tte Korean Catholic Justice and Peace
Commission as a further sign that Korea's Catholic Church was awakening to the social

gospel. These three organizations were relatively quiet at first, perhaps because the

dominant figure in the Korean Church until he letii^ in 1968 was die relatively passive
Bishop Paul Ro Ki-nam, a man who had become bishop of Seoul when the Japanese
expelled his French predecessor. Bishop Ro's replacement as the archbishop of the Seoul
archdiocese was Kim Subwan, a man more ccHnfortable with church involvement in

political, social, and economic issues. Bishop Kim (he was elevated to Cardinal Kim in

1969) led the church down a new path, one which brought the Church back into the battle

to create a civil society.

Cardinal Kim had been the head ofthe Young Catholic Workers' Organization, so it

is periiaps not surprising that the first Catholic group to publicly challenge entrenched

power in the modem era was that Young Catholic Workers* Organization. In 1968 workers

at the Shim-do textiles plant on Kanghwa island were supported by the Catholic Church in

their successful drive to organize into a union.^^That was a relatively moderate action,

however. Serious confrontation with authority had to wait until the 1970s and Bishop Chi

Hak-sim of Wonju.

In 197 1 Bishop Chi began to publicly condenm political corruption and demand

social justice. After the 1972 seizure of dictatorial power by Park Chung-hee, Bishop Chi

grew more active and may have even financially supported a student movement to



overthrow the Park dictatorship. At least, that is what the Park goverrunent claimed when

they jailed Bishop Chi on July 6, 1 974, convicted him of crimes against the state, and kept

him in prison until February of 1975. The Korean Catholic Church has always been

characterized by special respect for the clergy, so the arrest of a bishop on political charges

galvanized the entire Korean Catholic community. There were masses and prayer meetings

held throughout the country calling for the release ofBishop Chi and the restoration of

Justice. Activist priests formed their own Korean Priests' Association for the Realization of

Justice to wage their own battle, independent of the Bishops' Conference, for social justice

and democracy. The Catholic community also rallied to the defense ofthe defense ofone of

their own, the lay poet Kim Chi-ha, who was jailed along with Bishop Chi and was later

condemned to death on the grounds that he was a Communist revolutionary.

The Korean Catholic church, or at least a hi^y visible part of its clergy and laity,

began more openly and more frequently to actively intervene on the side of students,

workers, farmers and others v^o were figjiting against the Park dictatorship and its

violations ofhuman rights. In 1975 the Qmrch openly supported the Tong-a Ilbo

newspaper in its fight for freedom of the press. In that same year Fr. James Sinott, a

MaryknoU missionary in Korea, was expelled for challenging the government's execution
of alleged members of a People's Revolutionary Party. And on March 1, 1976,

Myongdong Cathedral was the site of a joint Protestant-Catholic Declaration for National
Szdvation N^ch called for the Park regime to accept responsibility for human rights abuses
and resign, five priests were among Aose jailed for their role in organizing and

publicizing that declaration .
^^

Those arrests, rather than deterring the Church, stimulated more anti-gov^nment
activity. Moreover, Korean Catholic activism intensified in the 1980s, after the Kwangju
massacre ofMay, 1980. Korean Catholics were ofcourse not the only ones concerned
about that unprecedented attack by a South Korean army on its own population. Nor were
Catholics the only group working to make the trudi about Kwangju wi^ly ^own.
However, Catholic sources did supply many of the eyewitness accounts smfl|^ed out of
that unfortunate city. The Japanese Catholic Council for Justice and Peace, translating into
English material it received from Korea, became a major source of information about
Kwangju during the early 1980s, when it was dangerous for anyone in South Korea to
discuss openly how many had died and how they had been kill^.

The Cadiolic Church became even more closely linked with the resistance to die
Kwangju cover-up when Fr. Ch'oi Ki-sik was imprisoned in 1982 for offering shelter to a
Protestant seminary student who had protested American involvement in die Kwangju
massacre by setting fire to the American Cultural Center in Pusan ^0 Church criticism of
Fr. Ch'oi's arrest was also tacit criticism of the Chun's regime's continued failure to admit
responsibility for what had happened in Kwangju. It is no coincidence that 1982 was also
the year the Korean Catholic Church began observing the second Simday in Advent as
"Human Rights Sunday ."21 Nor is it a coincidence that when the Pope visited Korea in
May of 1984, Kwangju was one of the cities he visited. 22

The Kwangju massacre is just one ofmany political issues die Korean Catholic
Church has spoken out on since the early 1980s. In fact. Catholic organizations were^ong the founding members of the United Minjung Movement for Democracy and
Unification, an umbrella organization estabhshed in 1985 to right the wrongs of the ChuDoohwan reg^e. And hunger strikes by Catholic priests helped galvanize public sentiment
ag^st Chun s stonewal^g of constitutional reform in April, 1987.23 chie sign of the new
jwlitjcal activism ofthe Kore^ ^thoUc Church is thatMyongdong Cathedral was one ofthe major stagmg rounds for the demonstrations demanding free elections and a democratic



constitution in 1987. Moreover, both priests and nuns were visible in the front lines of the
demomtrating crowds which fiUed the stree^ of Seoul and other South Korean cities that
June. That is quite a contrast with the behavior of Catholic lay people as well as priests and
nuns in the demonstrations of March 1, 1919.

With this change in how it saw its relationship with the state and in how it viewed
active involvement with secular issues, the Roman Catholic Church in Korea began once
again to contribute to the emergence of civil society on the Korean peninsula. By
supporting orgamzations of young Catholic workers and fanners, and by speaking out
ag^st government polici^ it considered unacceptable, it helped provide legitimacy for all
citizens organizations which acted independently of, and sometimes against, the
government. Though the first Catholic missionaries came to Korea to save souls, not to
introduce democracy, by declaring publicly and repeatedly that there were limits to state
authority, they help^ pave the way for a more limited and a more responsive government.
When more recent generations ofCatholic leaders began arguing that restrictions on the
power of the state should be matched by an expansion ofthe rights of citizens, they helped
foster the growth of a civil society in the space vacated by the retreat of state power.
Joining hands wth students, workers, farmers, intellectuals, and Protestant activists, the
Korean Catholic Church has helped bring about the modernization of Korean political life.

The civil society of South Korea today Im its origins in the struggle of Catholics two
centuries ago to follow their religious convictions without political interference. And the
success of civil society over the last decade in forcing the government to pay attention to the
voices of those it governs is partially a result of the struggle of Catholics to voice their
political convictions despite government attempts to silence them.A church with a
reputation for being more audioritarian than democratic has, in South Korea at least, proven
to be a powerful promoter ofhuman rights and a major fector behind the birth ofci^^
society and the democracy which accompanies it.
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